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RECENT article of mine in these pages had a
preliminary look at the subject of striding analytics,
which promises to be fertile ground for predicting

which horses will be good and even more so for predicting what
those horses’ requirements will prove to be. 

As a quick reprise, it can be stated that a horse’s speed is a
direct product of its stride frequency (also known as “cadence”)
and its stride length; that stride length is very sensitive to
circumstance, but cadence is much less so; and that the ability to
“rev” highly is required in sprinters but counts against horses
staying longer distances. 

Among the evidence put forward on the last-named point was
a graph that showed a strong correlation between peak cadence
and median distance at which mature and in-form horses race.
The real payoff is not in describing what has happened, of
course, but in predicting what may happen. 

One important finding is that a horse’s peak cadence does not
vary much from one race to another. A study of all Total
Performance Data figures for 2017 and 2018 (nearly 20,000
records) showed that the standard deviation in peak cadence for
horses appearing more than twice in that record was just 0.04. 

In other words, a horse who maxes out at, say, 2.40
strides/second on one occasion is likely to peak on another at
between 2.36 and 2.44 more than two-thirds of the time. While
stride length will be affected by surface speed, track
conformation and pace, to name but three, cadence is to a degree
“hard-wired”. 

This can be illustrated in practice with reference to one of
Mark Johnston’s many success stories in the same period, the
gelding Making Miracles, though in this instance the details
(where possible) were derived by me from sophisticated video
analysis.

Using table 1, below, we see that the son of Pivotal strode
slowly, but not very slowly, from the outset, and his peak
cadence of 2.27 strides/second, give or take, was in evidence
more or less throughout. That is a signature most typical of a 12f
performer and certainly not of a precocious two-year-old. 

Making Miracles’s career started off far from promisingly, but
he came into his own at 10f as a two-year-old and even more so
at 12f/14f as a three-year-old. A Haydock win on July 7, 2018
came in a £100,000-added contest. 

It is possible that Making Miracles failed to stay 18f in the
Cesarewitch on his penultimate start, but it was also the one
occasion on which his peak cadence got nowhere near its usual
level, so maybe he wasn’t himself.

Stamina

That date –  October 13, 2018 – might have been a relative
low point in Making Miracles’s second season, but it was when
Too Darn Hot sealed his standing as the best two-year-old in
Europe earlier on the same Newmarket card. 

While we now know, more or less, where we stand with
Making Miracles’s stamina, we do not with the unbeaten and
year-younger Too Darn Hot. 

As a brother by Dubawi to the Musidora winner So Mi Dar
and the St Leger runner-up Lah Ti Dar, it would be reasonable to
expect him to stay, or even be suited by, the 12f trip of the Derby
at Epsom. Not so fast! See table 2, top right.

Too Darn Hot has a remarkably high cadence for a horse with
his background, and that – more than superior stride length – is
what enabled him to quicken sharply to win a maiden and the
Solario Stakes at Sandown, plus the Champagne Stakes at
Doncaster, in addition to that Dewhurst.

A second look at 

PEAK CADENCE OF MAKING MIRACLES
DATE COURSE DISTANCE/GOING POSITION TIMEFORM PEAK CADENCE

19-Sep-17 Newcastle 8f a/w 13th of 13 40 n/a
01-Oct-17 Musselburgh 9f soft 6th of 7 61 2.23
09-Oct-17 Pontefract 10f heavy 2nd of 10 74 2.23
25-Oct-17 Newmarket 10f g/f 2nd of 11 84 2.27
09-Nov-17 Chelmsford 10f a/w 5th of 6 80 n/a
02-May-18 Pontefract 10f heavy 2nd of 5 88 2.25
18-May-18 York 12f g/f 2nd of 16 94 2.29
21-May-18 Leicester 12f g/f 1st of 4 95 2.29
21-Jun-18 Ascot 12f g/f 7th of 18 94 2.22
07-Jul-18 Haydock 14f g/f 1st of 11 105 2.27

01-Aug-18 Goodwood 12f good 3rd of 10 107 2.27
25-Aug-18 York 14f g/f 13th of 16 88 2.27
13-Oct-18 Newmarket 18f g/f 33 94 2.13
10-Nov-18 Chelmsford 14f a/w 3rd of 10 104 n/a

Table 1
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Those peak cadences are typically associated with a horse
who will prove most effective at between 7f and 9f, with those
figures to the right indicating the percentage of in-form mature
horses attaining such a high stride frequency who could be
found running at 12f or further. 

Judged on that, with admittedly an element of simplification,
it is something between 9/2 and 8/1 against Too Darn Hot even
staying the Derby trip.  He is currently 5/1 to win the race! 

By way of further comparison, the last five winners of the
Derby have ranged in peak cadence from 2.36 (Golden Horn) to
2.17 (Masar) in the big race itself. Too Darn Hot needs to “Keep
Calm and Stride More Slowly”, as a contemporary slogan might
put it. 

Now, if you are thinking that this focus on peak cadence over-
simplifies things, then you may have a point. Peak cadence tells
you plenty, but it does not tell you everything. For instance, for
the one race in which Too Darn Hot was recorded electronically
by TPD (the Champagne), we have an array of seven average
cadences for the seven separate furlongs and not just one peak
figure. 

One way to utilise this additional
information is to perform a “nearest-
neighbour analysis”, a statistical technique
which locates the most similar historical
examples to the one you are looking at and
then uses that knowledge to project what
might be expected of the case under
consideration. 

It is an approach which is used in the wider
world to prompt recommendations when
purchasing products or listening to music – “if
you liked that band then you may like this
one” – among other things. 

Unfortunately, the TPD sectional and
striding archive is still quite young, and there
is not a lot of history of two-year-olds who
went on to prove their stamina as three-year-
olds to choose from. But there is some.

The best fits I could find to Too Darn Hot’s
cadence array at Doncaster (which was 2.26
strides/sec, followed by 2.37, 2.41, 2.41, 2.44,
2.35 then finally 2.34) suggested an optimum
distance as a three-year-old again of around a
mile.

striding
Too Darn Hot should have no problem with the mile trip in

the Guineas, but the mile and a half of the Derby may well be a
different matter altogether. Or that is what the numbers suggest. 

Perhaps the main caveats are that, as with most things in
racing, projecting stamina from cadence is a question of
probabilities, not certainties – some horses do buck the trends –
and that these are indeed early days in exploring the predictive
aspects of striding measures. More evidence and more
experience of what that evidence points to would improve those
predictions.

EADERS of the Kingsley Klarion can follow sectional
and striding data from the turf courses at Bath,
Chepstow, Doncaster and Windsor and from the all-

weather tracks at Lingfield, Newcastle, Southwell and
Wolverhampton in the results’ section of the At The Races
website.  

The evidence is that those results contain important
information that few in the racing industry are paying much
heed to at present.

By 
Simon Rowlands

PEAK CADENCE OF TOO DARN HOT
DATE COURSE DISTANCE/GOING TIMEFORM PEAK CADENCE STAY 12f?

09-Aug-18 Sandown 8f g/s 92+ 2.41 18%
01-Sep-18 Sandown 7f g/s 117+ 2.50 11%
15-Sep-18 Doncaster 7f g/s 117+ 2.44 15%
13-Oct-18 Newmarket 7f g/f 127+ 2.49 11%

Table 2

The blue data points are the median distances at which mature and in-form 
horses with those peak cadences raced in 2017/2018
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